Welcome to the library

#MyUniLibrary
“Check Primo for recalled books!”

“Use the quiet study spaces on the top floor”

“Learn how to use Primo early on in your degree, it will help you massively”

“Study rooms can be booked online and are really helpful for meetings and revision”

#MyUniLibrary
Use the hashtag

#MyUniLibrary

- Library induction page
- Library & IT Essentials course
- Twitter updates
Why use the library?

Use of library & IT = better results

Your lecturers want more than just Google

Evidenced in studies from around the world – from Huddersfield in the UK, to Minnesota in the USA, to Auckland in New Zealand!
Finding a book
Dewey Decimal system
E-Textbooks: where to find them

On Module site in the DLE.

Click on a book, set up an account.

Click on each book in your bookshelf to download them. You will lose access if you do not!
The Information Specialist team

#MyUniLibrary